Late Night Zone Service

WEEKDAYS ONLY

Bus service available during the midnight line-up at the Robert K. Pfaff Transit Center.

On weeknights, all routes that leave from the Robert K. Pfaff Transit Center (RKPTC) offer late night zone service. When utilizing zone service, you can take a bus on select METRO routes that depart from the RKPTC to a bus stop. There is a regular bus fare. Zone buses only run from Monday through Friday and depart from the RKPTC at midnight. Once these buses leave RKPTC, they will not stop to pick up passengers along the route. Zone buses will drop off passengers within their zone before ending service.

RIDING ZONE BUSES

1. View the select routes below to identify which zone bus works for your journey. Zone buses only cover stops on the routes listed below.
2. When you board the bus, tell the Operator which stop you are going to.
3. Operators determine a route to drop off passengers in the most efficient manner. Routing is up to the Operator and may differ from day-to-day.
4. Please move to the front of the bus when the Operator gets close to your stop. Make sure to remind the Operator where you are getting off.
5. Once a bus has been to a particular neighborhood, it will not return to the same neighborhood. Operators will attempt to inform each passenger when their stop is coming up.

MIDNIGHT LINE-UPS

NORTH ZONE BUS: 10, 31 (RKP TO Hudson/Graham), 22 (ITC to Stow-Kent Plaza)
NORTHEAST ZONE BUS: 19, 20, 22 (RKP to ITC)
NORTHWEST ZONE BUS: 1, 26, 27, 3 (RKP to RTC), 16
SOUTH ZONE BUS: 13, 15, 29
SOUTHEAST ZONE BUS: 2, 6, 23, 25
SOUTHWEST ZONE BUS: 3 (RTC to Barberton/Norton), 8, 9, 40